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This project was conceived in May of 1984 after viewing a body of Barbara
Kasten 's ultra-large cibachrome prints at Chicago 's Navy Pier. After looking at
her photographs , I was convinced that Barbara's colorful Neo-Constructivist
images could be transformed into an exciting abstract tableaux at the
University Art Galleries.
Since its inception , the University Art Galleries at Wright State University has
been involved with encouraging the creation of new works of art designed to
be site-specific to our balcony-design two-story space . Our tradition also has
been to offer the university 's many resources to the artist in order that he/she
may explore new ideas . With this intention in mind , a grant entitled
Installations Plus was written to the Ohio Arts Council with the purpose of
inviting one artist from each coast to Dayton to have an exhibition of their past
work in the Upper Gallery, to create a new site-specific installation in the
Lower Gallery , and to work with the university's Telecommunications Center.
Under this grant, Barbara was the first artist chosen . Her initial trip to Dayton
was in mid-July, 1985, and , at this time , she photographed and measured the
galleries . She also began working with the telecommunications department to
create both a documentary of her new installation Toward an
Interconnectedness of Al l Things and a video artwork.
After creating a scale model and drafting architectural plans , Barbara returned
to Dayton the week of September 16 to work with the galleries ' staff , a group
of university students , and community volunteer artists to construct her
installation and install her exhibition . Her new work opened to the public on
September 23 , 1985 .
Barbara's piece fulfilled my hopes and expectations for the project. Her use of
colored theatre lights , which was new to her installation work , her greatly
increased scale , and the fact that she designed Toward an Interconnectedness
of All Things to be viewed in-the-round and from above , made this piece an
important transitional work for her and one that fit securely into our galleries '
tradition .
Barry A. Rosenberg , Director

The opportunity to create a major installation at Wright State University was
perfectly timed in the sequence of my exploration of three-dimensional space.
The gallery's atrium enabled me to build an island of sculpture which was a
different orientation and a much larger scale than any previous installations.
My intention was to create a sculpture that would change as the viewer circled
it either on the ground level or above on the balcony. It was a foreign
landscape to be explored.
In the spring of 1985, as an artist/resident of the Capp Street Project in San
Francisco , I turned the unique, alternative space house into an environment
encompassing two tableaux and an outdoor sculpture. At Wright State
University I re-used the Capp Street elements-pyramids , mirror triangles ,
classical columns-in a completely new arrangement and added additional
forms for the new site . Towers reached up through the space to the second
level where the photographs were also displayed . Although the sculpture was
not intended to be photographed , its juxtaposition with the photographs
heightened the audience 's awareness of the photographic vision versus a
personal encounter. Color, an integral part of the photographs , was also an
important addition to this work. Until now I had used only white light with the
installations but , in this piece , colored lights added a complexity and richness
to the huge mass of architectural elements .
The title , Toward an Interconnectedness of All Things , is a theme of Alfred
North Whitehead , an early proponent of process philosophy . It states my
intention to mix media-photography, sculpture , theater-thereby forging a
new form from the fusion of the three .

Barbara Kasten

